Two methods are'used to obtain high-temperature series for Ising systems with quenched randomness. One is a direct averaging' of a linked-cluster expansion, the other combines the primitive high-temperature expansion and the Edward replica trick. After a bond renormalization, the second expansion is seen to be identical to the first term by term. The series are developed for the case of a spin-glass model in which the bonds have a probability which is symmetrically distributed about zero. Specifically, series for the free energy and appropriately chosen susceptibility are given to 11th and 10th orders, respectively, for a hypercubic lattice in any dimension and for any symmetrical bond distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION B. Series A. Problem In this paper, we build upon. the work of Fisch, ' and also that of Fisch and Harris, 2 and of Cherry and Domb' to develop high-temperature series for Ising systems with quenched randomness. These authors studied the case in which the probability distribution for a single nearest-neighbor bond P(J) is given by a pair of 5 functions at J equal to +~J~~. Here we extend these calculations to a general distribution, symmetrical about zero coupling, i.e. , a P(J) which obeys As one might expect, the natural variables to use in the series are the ones which fully describe the average properties of two Ising spins o-; and o-, coupled together with a Hamiltonian J;, o-;o-, . These two spins alone would have an average free energy ln4+ Wo, where Wo is the average Wo = (In cosh PJ~~), "= J~i 1J P (J) ln cosh P J (1.3) Here P is, of course, the inverse temperature in energy units. In addition, the correlation between the two spins is given by Edwards and Anderson4 (EA) pointed out that a system with this kind of randomness might be an appropriate model for a spin-glass, with a possible order parameter being ((o.;)')". Here cr; is an Ising variable at site i, ( ) is a statistical average and ( )," is an average over the quenched randomness in the nearest-neighbor interactions J&. Despite some suggestive calculations, ' "' one cannot be quite sure of the nature of the phase transition in this system, namely its lower critical dimension and the kinds of universality classes produced. To help elucidate these questions, we have developed series expansions for the average free energy and for the susceptibility, XEA, connected with the EA order parameter, which ts =X(( ) )-.
tanhP Jg = ((r; aj) p.
(1. 4) (The subscript "0" is a reminder that we are working in a system with only two spins. ) Then the key quantities in the expansion are the moments W-= ((~i~i) 0 &-dJ P(J) (tanhPJ) (1.5) By virtue of the symmetry (1.1), the W vanish unless m is even.
One can then use the variables defined by Eqs.
(1.3) and (1.5) to describe high-temperature series expansions to a given order in the (J~, + g c. ', , .. . (, ") W', 'W4'+66, q, m2, m4, m6 (1.6a)
while the susceptibility series is =1+ X a', ,
q, m2, m. 4, m6 X e', 2W448, '
(1.6b)
Here the sums over the m's are sums over nonnegative integers and the sum over q starts from 1. Each term has an order which is given by 2 g&m, j. Tables   I and II puted for each skeleton diagram as a sum over loops which cover the skeleton diagram. Although at first sight these loop expansions look very different in the two methods, after a simple bond renormalization they are seen to be exactly the same. Therefore all graphs possess an even number of bonds between each pair of sites. Since the trace over odd spins vanishes, each a-; or site i and replica 0. must appear with an even power. Graphs will therefore contribute only when all vertices are even in each replica. For example in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 -by reducing all multiple bonds to single ones. The symbol (g) stands for the lattice constant for graph g, that is in how many ways it can be realized on the lattice.
Most lattice constants needed were calculated by Fisher and Gaunt' who kindly sent us their original list. Using the method described in that paper we calculated the three lattice constants that we need while they did not. All lattice constants needed for the free energy calculation are listed in colum'n 2 of Table III .
The contribution of any skeleton diagram is a product of two factors: the lattice constant (g) and a statistical factor f». The latter is, in turn, expressed in a power series in tanh K, as shown in Eq. (2.12).
To calculate the coefficients Ci, one needs all coverings of the skeleton graph g with 211ines such that each bond is covered at-least twice and all vertices are even in all replicas. Then one calculates the combinatorial expression in n which reflects the number of different ways of distributing the loops of the graph among the n replicas.
These combinatorial expressions divided by n, and then with n sent to zero, are added up for all coverings of skeleton graphs g with 2/lines to form C&, .
Normally the primitive expansion method is encumbered by disconnected and articulated graphs. The n 0 limit here gets rid of these automatically.
When a graph can be split into two subgraphs that have at most one vertex in common they share no bond or loop. Since the replica indices can then be independently picked for the two subgraphs, the weight of the graph must vanish as n 0 at least as fast as n'. Thus, these graphs can make no contribution to a free energy calculated from Eq. (2.4). For this reason, Table III includes neither disconnected nor articulated diagrams.
Let us work through a simple diagram, i.e. , the skeleton diagram given in Fig. 1(d) . There is only Fig. 3(a) includes the unrenormalized diagrams 1(f) and 1(g) and five more (identical) eighth-order terms. The net result is that Fig. 3(a) where I is the number of bonds in the skeleton graph.
Similar, but more complicated, evaluations apply to the other diagrams.
For reasons which will be apparent below, we are especially interested in skeleton diagrams which can give a factor f, that includes a contribution proportional to H'6 among its terms of 10th order or below.
- Figure 4 shows all diagrams in the Fisch list which can contribute such a 8'6 term. In Sec. III, we shall use these data in conjunction with the data of Fisch' to generate the susceptibility series described in Table   II .
n, The basic approach in the linked-cluster method is to expand a physical quantity, like the free energy, in a series of terms each of which depends upon the couplings in some small connected region of the lattice. After this expansion is performed, the individual terms in the expansion are each averaged over the probability distribution of the couplings.
( 3.6) with n~being the total number of loops and therefore nonzero while the n are nonnegative integers and Notice the structure of the expansion (3.5). On each bond, we find a power of T&, T&, which be- To evaluate the contribution of a skeleton graph we consider the graph to be a small system for which the free energy can be calculated by applying Eq. To evaluate the sum in Eq. (3.4) it is convenient to expand the logarithm in the form of a multinominal expansion in which the loop product P is raised to the power n . The list of all n 's is called a loop coverage and is described by a vector n = (n~, n2, The prime on the sum is intended to indicate that the sum includes only those loop coverages which actually go over all bonds in the graph. If one or more bonds is uncovered, the term is not included in Eq. %e can thus conclude Sec. III A by writing our result for the free-energy series as a sum over skeleton graphs of the form (3.9)
As before, (g) is a lattice constant which describes in how many ways a given skeleton graph may be fit onto the lattice. Then f» is a statistical factor which describes how a given graph contributes. to the free energy. We describe the evaluation of f, in Sec.
HI B. The prime on the sum is a reminder that we cannot include the already-counted one-loop terms. Thence two of the three n's must be nonzero. An evaluation of the averages then gives 
1(c) and (e).
Higher order graphs are evaluated in exactly the same manner as described here. This evaluation is simplified by the fact that disconnected diagrams, like those in Fig. 5(c) , and articulated diagrams, like those in Fig. 5(b The data in Fig. 8 is sufficient to enable one to calculate a free-energy series based upon all the star graphs with 11 or fewer bonds which can be fit onto hypercubic lattices. These graphs are shown in Table   III . To get an 11th-order series, we note that 8'2"is of order K". In Table III Fisch's'result, (3.19) , and then recognizing that each term must have the structure W2' W42 where qã ndmust add up to the number of bonds (i.e. , 7).
Not only does this kind of comparison serve. as a very detailed check of our work, but it will enable us to infer the form of the susceptibility series for a general P(J), based upon Fisch's calculation, which was restricted to the form (3.16).
The data in Table III Consider, for example, the evaluation of the topological factors for the graph labeled 3A in Fig. 8 .
This graph has four branches labeled with i = 1, 2, 3, 4 in the figure and can be covered by seven loops, which we label by a =0 (being the loop which covers all the branches) and n = (i j ) (being the loop which covers branches i and j). Then the v; defined by Eqs.
(A3) are given in Table V. In our example, we calculate the loop indices which correspond to the branch coverage: m = (4, 2, 2, 2).
Then one can write a small computer program to solve Eq. (A2) for the m's given the n's. The solution is not unique; all solutions are given in Table VI.   This table also gives the weights C(m), corresponding to the four possible loop coverages. The sum of these weights is 30, which is the topological factor ag (m ) listed in Fig. 8 . 
